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All this does not fully sum up the story of the very busy life of Curé Gilles. To this must be 
added his numerous trips to the Arctic, James Bay, eastern and western Canada and the 
United States, the Yukon, Alaska, working and training trips, which also led him to visit about 
fifteen countries across the Atlantic. 

He also studied geography, has a bachelor's degree in pedagogy, is interested in the arts, 
and is also a sculptor and a photographer; at one time he taught this art at Mistassini high 
school. He is in addition an astronomer, likes small game hunting and he visited and studied 
in Israel.” 

Since this article by Guy-Marc Fournier in 1986, Father Gilles has always been active. In 
1986, he was appointed parish priest in the Gaspé, in Grande-Rivière, a region he loved 
very much, and which marked him. In 1996, he accepted responsibility for the Sanctuary of 
the Sacred Heart of Beauvoir in Sherbrooke as rector, a position he seems to have greatly 
appreciated. Since 2004, he has been chaplain with the Dominicaines Missionnaires Adora-
trices nuns. He enjoys having more time to pray, study the Bible, and ponder the meaning 
of life. 

Despite everything, Fr Gilles Chabot remains an approachable man, deeply human, who 
can discuss with equal intelligence, equal interest too, almost all aspects of contemporary 
life. 

A complete human being, one must say when speaking of this religious man, affable and 
much liked, in an environment where he renders, without ever counting them, numerous 
services to the community. 

In 2020, he will be 90 years old and he is still very active. How lucky we are to be part of his 
story! 
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